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BARAKA TRAVEL CLUB OFFERS YOU...

Baraka Author Trips

Baraka Themed Baraka in Private

Unique travel in small groups, with expert guides in culture and all services 
included. Our programs with the seal of Baraka.

Baraka Incentives

We design and manage all aspects of 
travel to make the extent of the 
possibilities and requirements of 
your customers.

Impeccable technical organization for 
travel groups with common interests:  
cultural, photographic, architectural, 
music...

Proposals oriented to companies 
for their incentive travel including 
the design and implementation of 
activities of Team Building with a 
gamified experience.

Cuba, Uzbekistan, North India, Baltic Republiques, Namibia, Botswana and 
Zimbabwe, New Zealand, Patagonia... Browse our annual catalog! 



Baraka Getaways

Baraka At your own pace!

Baraka Deluxe

Short trips to disconnect from the routine discovering the world.

The Fly & Drive that takes care of all the details with maximum flexibility!

The selection of the selections. Luxurious hotels and maximum comfort. 
Spectacular stays that will remain in the memory of the most exigent travelers.



ABOUT BARAKA TRAVEL CLUB
Baraka Travel Club is the travel wholesaler which you can rely on to organize 
all trips for your customers. Founded in 1997 in Terrassa and with 
headquarters in Barcelona, our career has been of steady growth and 
consolidation to put to your disposal a wide range of selected trips, 
highlighting author travel in small groups, with all services included, and 
expert guides in culture. We also offer fly and drive programs, in private 
trips, getaways, themed trips or incentives.
We have an internal policy based on constant technological innovation and 
processes,  bringing solutions to travel agents with complete reliability and 
always accompanied by a professional support team.

HEADQUARTERS
C. Entença 218
Tel. +34 93 343 52 00
08029 Barcelona

www.baraka.travel
future@baraka.travel

Baraka Travel Club is currently undergoing international expansion, 
opening offices in various parts of the world, especially in the area of 
Middle East, Asia and Central America. In 2015 we were awarded the 
Internationalization Prize, granted by the Chamber of Commerce.

Travel Club

GLOBALIZATION

Travel Suite

More info: suite@baraka.travel

Put on your Baraka Travel Suite
and reach the 5 stars for your agency

Do it yourself from 
our platform, 

configure your 
budgets, modify 
them, and send 

them to your clients, 
free of charge.

All in one: your 
booking of 

packages and 
tourist services, all 

under one contract.

Your image in 
documents, 

including what you 
need: flights, hotels, 

transfers, trips, 
tickets, insurance...

No cost to your 
agency, saving you 
time by contracting 
simultaneously with 

many providers.

With the most 
innovative 

technologies, and 
the guarantee and 
security of Baraka 

Travel Club's 
+20 years of 
experience.

AGILE CENTRALIZED CUSTOM AFFORDABLE RELIABLE

INNOVATION


